We demonstrate a full-color-capability reflective display using red, green, and blue sub-pixels of polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC) with different pitch lengths. Vivid colors originate from three-dimensional BPLC photonic crystalline structure. Surface alignment plays a key role to generate uniform and saturated colors in the voltage-off state. Analogous grayscale is achieved by the electric-field-induced unwinding of double-twist structure. This working principle is drastically different from the phase retardation effect of conventional liquid crystal displays. Moreover, the submillisecond response time enables crisp video displays without image blurring. Potential applications for reflective 3D display are also analyzed. V C 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx
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The major challenges of most reflective displays are unsaturated color, insufficiently fast response time to display videos, difficult to achieve natural grayscales for bistable devices, and relatively low contrast ratio due to surface reflection.
In this paper, we propose a reflective display using polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystal (PS-BPLC). [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] It exhibits several attractive features, such as no need for polarizer and color filters, relatively narrow reflection band, submillisecond response time, and analogous grayscales by controlling the applied voltage.
Blue phases appear between chiral-nematic phase and isotropic phase in a highly twisted chiral-nematic liquid crystal. 5 They exhibit self-assembled cubic structures, and the local refractive index variation results in selective Bragg reflections in the spectral range. The reflection wavelength can be expressed as
where n and a denote average refractive index and lattice constant of blue phases, respectively, and h, k, and l are the Miller indices of a crystal plane. For transmissive displays, [13] [14] [15] [16] the reflection bands should be shifted to ultraviolet region by employing a high concentration chiral dopant so that it is optically isotropic in the visible spectral region.
However for reflective displays, we intentionally adjust the pitch lengths to obtain reflective colors in the visible region. Since blue phases have delicate and fragile structures, the lattices of the cubic structures can be deformed by an electric field, which leads to a shift of the reflection wavelength. Based on the lattice deformation, electrically tunable colors using BPLCs have been demonstrated. 17, 18 However for polymer-stabilized blue phases, the cubic structures are stabilized by polymer network so that the lattice deformation can only take place at a relatively high field. 19 In the low field region, the applied electric field mainly reorients the liquid crystal (LC) molecules but not deform the lattices. Figure 1 illustrates the device structure and operation principles of the reflective BPLC display. Each pixel consists of three sub-pixels which reflect red, green, and blue colors, respectively. The bright state is achieved in the voltage-off state, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Here, the sub-pixels are separated by striped wall structures. 20 Another way to obtain full color is to stack red, green, and blue (RGB) layers, similar to a cholesteric display. 21 As voltage increases, the LC molecules tend to align with the electric field because the employed LC has a positive dielectric anisotropy. As a result, the local refractive index difference is reduced, and the reflectance gradually decreases. The transmitted light is absorbed by the painted absorption layer on the substrate to achieve dark state, as Fig. 1(b) shows.
To prove concept of the proposed reflective display, we first prepared a BPLC sample which reflects green color. To study the effect of surface alignment, the BPLC precursor was injected into three cells: (1) cell-1 made of two ITO glass substrates without polyimide (no PI); (2) a TN cell with polyimide and orthogonal rubbing on top and bottom substrates; (3) a homogenous (HG) cell with antiparallel rubbing on the two substrates. The cell gaps for the three cells were $5 lm. UV irradiation was performed near the transition temperature from blue phase to chiral-nematic phase during cooling process. The light intensity was 2 mW/cm 2 , and the curing time was 30 min. After polymerization, the blue phase composites were stabilized.
Figure 2(a) shows the reflective photo of cell-1 taken under an optical microscope with crossed polarizers. Without alignment, the lattices have different orientations so that the platelets can be observed. Figure 2 (b) shows the photo of the TN cell. Different from cell-1, this cell exhibits uniform texture, because the surface alignment provides anchoring energy to confine the orientation of lattices. The HG cell has a similar texture to the TN cell; the photo is not shown here. Figure 2 (c) depicts the transmittance and reflectance for the three cells. The baseline reflection is due to the surface and ITO reflections. The cell without PI shows a very small reflection band at $560 nm, and the transmittance decreases dramatically for wavelengths shorter than 560 nm; green-bluish colors can be observed. From the measured spectra, we consider that the observed colors are originated from both reflection and scattering, because the blue phase has multiple domains when there is no surface alignment. Both TN and HG cells show a clear and fairly narrow reflection band at $520 nm; the full width at half maximum is $25 nm. Similar performances of TN and HG cells are expected since the cell gap is much larger than the lattice constant of the blue phase. Therefore, the alignment direction is not critical in the proposed reflective display as long as there is surface alignment. The scattering at shorter wavelengths is much weaker than that of the cell without PI. Thus, the observed color mainly comes from Bragg reflection, and the color is more saturated.
In the following, we choose TN cells for further investigating its electro-optic performance because our TN cells have uniform cell gap. We prepared three TN PS-BPLC cells that reflect blue, green, and red colors, respectively. The employed material consists of nematic LC host HTG-135200 (HCCH, China), chiral dopant with HTP % 126/lm (HCCH, China), 10 wt. % monomers [6 wt. % RM257 (Merck) and 4 wt. % TMPTA (1,1,1-Trimethylolpropane Triacrylate, Sigma Aldrich)], and 0.6 wt. % photoinitiator. The concentrations of LC host and chiral dopant are adjusted to achieve different pitch lengths. Our nematic LC host has the following physical properties: Dn ¼ 0.2 at k ¼ 633 nm, De ¼ 96 at 1 kHz, and 22 C, and clearing temperature T c ¼ 97 C. The cell gaps are $5 lm. Figure 3 depicts the measured reflectance spectra of the three cells under different voltages. The insets show reflective photos under microscope with crossed polarizers. The three cells are laminated with anti-reflection films so that surface reflection from the interface between the glass and air is reduced to $1%. The baselines are the interface reflections due to refractive index mismatch between ITO electrodes and glass substrates. All the reflection curves are normalized to that of a mirror. From Fig. 3 , all the reflectance spectra exhibit a relatively narrow bandwidth which indicates saturated colors. The blue and green cells show a reflectance over 35%, but the red cell has a slightly lower reflectance (26%) because of its longer pitch length, which leads to fewer periods within the 5-lm cell gap. The reflectance can be improved by employing a thicker cell gap, but the tradeoff is increased voltage. As the voltage increases, LC molecules are reoriented along the electric field, and the double twist structures are gradually unwound, so the reflectance decreases. When most of the LC molecules are reoriented by the electric field, the cell becomes transparent, and the reflectance touches the baseline. Therefore, natural grayscales are achieved. On the other hand, the lattices are stabilized by the polymer network, so the resonance wavelengths hardly shift. The small blue shifts are due to the electric-field-induced refractive index change.
In Fig. 3 , the peak wavelength of the green cell was intentionally adjusted to match an Argon-ion laser line at k ¼ 514 nm. We choose the green cell to further study the voltage-dependent reflectance (VR) behavior. The light incident on the BPLC sample is left-handed circularly polarized by combining a linear polarizer and a k/4 plate. The incident angle is $5 . If we rotate the k/4 plate by 90 , the polarization state of the incident light would become right-handed circular polarization, and the reflectance would become very low. Therefore, the BPLC cell reflects left-handed circularly polarized light, which is consistent with the handedness of the employed chiral dopant. Figure 4 depicts the measured VR curves for the green cell with a left-handed circularly polarized (LCP) light and a linearly polarized (LP) light by removing the k/4 plate. The reflectance is normalized to that of a mirror. With LCP light, the reflectance is expected to be 2X of the LP light, but the measured ratio is only $1.5X. The reason is that the reflected light is not perfectly circularly polarized. The contrast ratio is $17:1 for the LP light and $15:1 for the LCP light at a voltage of 70 V. Hysteresis is related to the BPLC material and peak electric field. 22, 23 When the cell is driven at 70 V, the hysteresis is $9% (DV/V max , DV is the voltage difference at 50% reflectance and V max is the maximum driving voltage). A smaller hysteresis is obtained if we limit V max to 50 V, but the tradeoff is lower contrast ratio. We also measured the response time of the reflective BPLC cell at room temperature. The rise time is $75 ls and decay time $436 ls with an applied voltage of 70 V and f ¼ 1 kHz.
It has been reported that the light reflected by blue phases could be circularly or partially circularly polarized. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] In our case, we experimentally investigated the polarization state of the reflected light. An analyzer was placed before the detector to examine the polarization state. We measured the reflected intensity at 360 circle with a LCP light and then calculated the polarization state accordingly. Results are plotted by the solid red line in Fig. 5 . The reflected light is elliptically polarized, with an axial ratio of $0.68. Next, we repeated the same experiment with a linearly polarized light by removing the k/4 plate. The polarization state of the reflected light is shown as dashed blue lines in Fig. 5 . The axial ratio is $0.55. In both cases, the reflected light is left-handed elliptically polarized. For an unpolarized incident light, the reflectance is similar to that of linearly incident light since the unpolarized light can also be decomposed into a left-handed and a right-handed circular polarization. The reflected light is also left-handed elliptically polarized (not shown here). To explain this phenomenon, we need to know that the reflected light is a superposition of three components: (1) Bragg reflection from the BPLC, (2) interface reflections, and (3) the alignment layers can also affect the LC molecular orientation which would further change the polarization state. Thus, the reflected light cannot be a perfect circular polarization; it favors left-handed circular polarization provided that a left-handed chiral dopant is employed.
Due to the property of selective reflection of polarization, the proposed reflective display has potential application in 3D displays. One color pixel can be divided into two subpixels, which employs left-handed chiral dopant and righthanded chiral dopant, respectively. Figure 6 shows two adjacent sub-pixels, wherein the left pixel employs left-handed chiral dopant and the right pixel employs right-handed chiral dopant. Therefore, the left pixel reflects left-handed circularly polarized light, while the right pixel reflects righthanded circular light. Circularly polarized eyeglasses are required for this 3D display. For the left eye wearing lefthanded circular polarizer, it sees the reflection from the left pixel ( Fig. 6(a) ). Similarly, for the right eye wearing righthanded circular polarizer, it sees the reflection from the right pixel ( Fig. 6(b) ). With absorptive layer on the bottom substrate and anti-reflection coating on the top substrate, the right pixel would look dark for the left eye and the left pixel would look dark for the right eye. Therefore, the left eye can only see the left pixel which displays left-eye image, and the right eye can only see the right pixel which displays right-eye image. In this way, we will be able to observe 3D images. In Fig. 6 , the fringes and the color difference between the center and edge of the cells are due to the cell gap variations across the cell. The cell gap should satisfy d ¼ N Â a, where N is an integer number and a is the lattice constant. Therefore, the cell gap variations could make the reflection wavelength slightly different.
We also investigated the viewing angle of the proposed reflective display. Because blue phase has photonic crystalline structure, the intrinsic viewing angle is narrow. To widen the viewing angle, we laminated a diffuser on top of the left part of the cell for comparison, as Fig. 7 depicts. The light source was placed in the normal direction. When viewing at normal direction (0 ), we can observe vivid green color on both pixels. The left part has a slightly lower reflectance because part of the reflected light is diffused to other directions. However, as the viewing angle gets larger than 20 , the right pixel appears dark blue while the left pixel remains visible up to 60 , although a significant color shift occurs. In practical applications, the viewing angle should be wider because the ambient light impinges from all the directions.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a reflective display using polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystals. Such a vivid-color reflective display is polarizer-free and color-filter-free, which gives potential for flexible displays. It shows narrow reflection bandwidth, submillisecond response time, and natural grayscales. It also exhibits potential for 3D applications. The proposed display opens a gateway for 3D reflective displays and will make significant impacts to display industry. 
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